ABSTRACT

The title of this paper is *Childhood Sexual Harassment in Beatrice Sparks’ Treacherous Love*. This paper is about sexual harassment which is experienced by a fourteen years old girl. The problems of this paper are the revelation of Jennie’s childhood sexual harassment, the main character of *Treacherous Love* and also the types, causes and effects of sexual harassment reflected through the main character’s life. The goal and function of this study is to reveal Jennie’s childhood sexual harassment chronologically and find out the types, causes and effects of sexual harassment which is experienced by Jennie. The function is to give knowledge in analyzing novel by using structuralism by Todorov.

This paper is analyzed by using Tzvetan Todorov’s Structuralism (sequence events). In conclusion, by describing the chronological events of Jennie’s life, her childhood sexual harassment experience can be revealed and the types, causes and effects of sexual harassment which she experiences can be known.
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